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The new PIKO –
practicality can be even
more practical

The PIKO inverters of the new generation are more practical than ever before. The futuristic design
ensures a comfortable, safe installation and operation.
 Recessed grips on the sides for easy handling
 Robust, newly positioned DC switch with easy-to-read switching status
 The easily-accessible connection area is well-protected against damage
You will find personal smart connections in our free seminars and at the service hotline.
The KOSTAL Group - a global, family-run company with over 100 years of experience.
www.kostal-solar-electric.com . Tel.: +49 761 47744-100

editor’s view
By david ridsdale, editor-in-chief

Collaborative focus
The UK solar and PV industry is once more focused on government policy and the
impact this will have on a company’s bottom line. Recent announcements from DECC
have foretold of a review to energy subsidy programmes that will change the direction of
growth for the industry. In essence the government is dictating the pace and direction
of industry growth. While that may rankle the feathers of some, it is to be expected in an
industry still relying on political support to maintain growth and profitability.
With change surprising much of the industry again and sending jitters along the
financial investment chain, there was an initial sense of here we go again, and a
possible preparation of confrontation from some quarters. There has since been a more
reasoned response and a slow acknowledgement that policy reviews are a part of the
process whilst an industry still requires subsidies.
And there is the rub for the industry. The reliance on government support is both a
blessing and a curse for an industry experiencing growth and needing to maintain
investor confidence. The thing is that the UK solar and PV industry has more collective
power than it realises. Solar PV technologies has changed the dynamics of the energy industry and those
changes are only going to speed up. Germany is the obvious example to observe what will most likely happen
in the UK energy market as the German governemnt discovers that early generous FiT agreements continue to
damage the economic growth that was supposed to come with the energy changes.
PV has crashed the energy door that was cracked ajar by wind, wide open. In doing so solar has proven there are
financial models that can work for alternative energy technologies. The success of the solar industries have proven
to global investors that innovative energy solutions are worthy of support. The changing perception of energy
opportunities has paved the way for future success of technologies that may not have seen the light of day.
Solar cannot provide national energy solutions on its own and must become part of a broader energy
solution but should not underestimate its current leadership role in the changing energy landscape. Solar
companies have been loking for technology partners in the energy field but this is not the only reason for such
collaboration. There is also the collective clout to guide a longer term coherent energy policy that will enable all
energy interested parties to take longer term plans and choices.
Smarter energy is going to open the energy sector to a variety of suppliers, controllers, distributors and
innovators to help move towards an energy market. All sectors claim they seek more stable policy guidance
or self sufficiency. Collective approaches provide technology solutions and lobbying clout that a government
facing election cannot avoid or ignore.
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Knockout

performance

The new HT series will knock you out!
■ The straight-arm jab: 30 or 32kW output, with 4 or 2 MPP trackers
■ The swinging hook: Plug&Play internet connection
plus free MaxView remote monitoring
■ The deep uppercut: easy install, compact design with
IP 65 protection class
■ The haymaker: integrated overvoltage protection,
DC switch and data logger
■ The final knockout: highly efficient topology, broad
input voltage range, 1000VDC

www.solarmax.com

More than
20 years Swiss Quality
and Experience
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High court overturns Pickles Suffolk decision
IN THE HIGH COURT, Justice Lindblom
has found in favour of Lark Energy and
overturned the earlier decision of the
Secretary of State, Eric Pickles, to reject
its planning application for a 24MW solar
farm at Ellough in Suffolk. The High Court
subsequently refused the Secretary of
State leave to appeal.
In particular, the Judge found that “the
Secretary of State’s reasons leave
genuine doubt that he made his decision
on the appeal in the way section 38(6) [of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004] required…I believe this is a fatal
flaw. It goes to a fundamental part of the
decision on the appeal. And it does cause
Lark Energy substantial prejudice.”
The scheme, on a former WW2 airfield
and adjacent to the Ellough Industrial
Estate, was recommended for consent
by the Planning Inspectorate following
a public inquiry. The Secretary of State
called in and subsequently overturned the
decision in October 2013.
Welcoming the High Court’s decision,

Lark Energy’s original application was
turned down by Waveney District Council
and the company’s subsequent appeal
was heard at Public Inquiry. In the
meantime, Lark Energy achieved consent
for a smaller 14MWp. At the Public Inquiry,
the Planning Inspector found in favour of
the scheme but, following the Secretary
of State’s use of his reserved powers, the
Inspector’s decision was overturned.
Jo Wall, Lark Energy’s Development
Director, said “we were always concerned
about the legality of the Secretary of
State’s decision as it appeared to have
been made without due regard to the
local plan. It was clear to anyone that
read the Secretary of State’s decision
notice that this project was a victim of
political expediency rather than rigorous
application of planning policy.”
The 24MWp scheme used predominantly
low grade agricultural land on a former
World War II airfield. It sits adjacent to
a substantial industrial area and wraps
around a large turkey factory. It was
supported by the many and attracted only
3 objections.

Jonathan Selwyn, Lark Energy’s
Managing Director, added, “We were
surprised and disappointed that the
Secretary of State chose to overturn
the decision reached by the Planning
Inspector and are very pleased that the
High Court has determined that this
decision was not properly made.
It would seem that some elements of the
government wish to prevent large scale
solar even where the majority supports.
This is in stark contrast to the treatment
afforded the far less popular fracking and
nuclear industries and is difficult for the
many SMEs engaged in the solar sector
to understand.”

Anesco transforms colliery sites to solar plants
ANESCO is to undertake a major
regeneration of a number of Harworth
Estates’ former colliery sites with the
development of a 30MW solar portfolio.
The ground-mounted solar installations
will be operational for 25 years and,
once completed, will generate enough
low-carbon energy to provide power for
around 10,000 homes, while saving up to
15 tonnes of carbon per year.
The project will begin with the
development of three sites in
Nottinghamshire. Welbeck Colliery in
Mansfield, Gedling in Lambley and a third
site in Bilsthorpe. A fourth site at Askern in
South Yorkshire is awaiting consent.
Anesco is working closely with landowner
Harworth Estates, the UK property
regeneration company, in bringing
forward construction work at Welbeck,
with work expected to commence on the
remaining sites later in the year.

Adrian Pike, CEO of Anesco, said,
“Working with landowners to develop sites
likes these former collieries fits perfectly
with government policy, with DECC
pushing the focus of growth in solar to
be on brownfield sites and domestic and
industrial roofs. These sites are based in
the Midlands and north of England, which
is important as we believe it is essential
that solar developments are made across
the UK and not just in the south west as
has been the case.”
“Through these installations we will not
only be regenerating disused land but
will be creating employment, generating
renewable energy and helping to reduce
the UK’s carbon emissions,” he added.
Eddie Peat, director of Natural Resources
at Harworth Estates, added, “Low-carbon
energy projects are an important part
of Harworth Estates’ commitment to the
community and the environment, and

our solar projects with Anesco will deliver
both energy for thousands of new homes
and new jobs for the region.”
Welbeck Colliery in Mansfield will be the
first site to come online. The installation
will cover an area of almost 32 acres and
will generate carbon savings of around
5.11 tonnes per year. It will comprise of
44,160 solar panels mounted on around
15km of frames that have a combined
generation capacity of 11.2MW - sufficient
energy to power more than 3,450 homes
in the local area.
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Solar provided 8% of UK energy
on the solstice
SATURDAY 21 JUNE 2014 marked the
longest day of the year with daylight
peaking at 16 hours– an important
reminder of the potential for solar power
right here in Britain. Contrary to common
misconceptions, Britain’s climate allows
for huge production of solar power, with
60% of the solar resource of the Sahara
desert. Solar can produce electricity even
on rainy or overcast days.
With total UK installed solar capacity
across homes, buildings and solar farms
estimated at around 4.5GW the STA has
estimated that decent weather on the
summer solstice will see solar producing
3.9% of the UK’s electricity demand.
Compared against the daytime 12 hour
load means the contribution from solar
rises to 7.8%.
This year’s summer solstice comes as
the UK’s solar industry is fighting for
equal treatment from Government, which
is uniquely disadvantaging solar power
in the policy framework. On larger roofs
and in solar farms, solar power is the
second cheapest major renewable, and
constraining the technology will therefore
increase the costs of decarbonising our
energy supplies.
Leonie Greene, Head of External
Affairs commented, “Midsummer’s
day – epitomised by Stonehenge and
immortalised by Shakespeare – is
a reminder of how Britain has been
celebrating the sun for over 4000 years.”

“In the 21st Century clean solar power can
revolutionise how we power our homes
and businesses. Solar also improves our
national security by providing energy
independence and effective action against
climate change.”
With highs of 21C predicted for the
Salisbury plain, and the sun to rise
just before 5am and set at 9.30pm,
midsummer’s day is an annual reminder
of the power of the sun.
Leonie continued, “The half a million
families that go to bed with a solar panel
on their roof every night will find their solar
panels coming to life long before their
alarm clocks.”
Solar is the UK’s most popular energy
source, recording a staggering 85%
public approval rating in DECC’s Opinion
Tracker. The solar industry expects
financial support for renewable energy to
keep reducing as costs fall but wants to
see a level playing field where solar isn’t
disadvantaged compared to other lowcarbon sources of power such as wind,
biogas and nuclear.
Concluding, Leonie Greene said, “The
UK solar industry will soon stand on its
own two feet, but only if the Government
provides policy stability and a more
level playing field for this very popular
technology. All that is needed is one more
push for solar to compete directly with
fossil fuels.”

Blueﬁeld uses
credit fund for
purchases
BLUEFIELD SOLAR INCOME FUND
has announced that it has entered into
binding contracts to acquire its tenth
UK based, large-scale solar plant. The
17.5MWp plant in Hertfordshire is being
acquired for a total consideration of £19
million including transaction costs, debt
costs and working capital. It is expected
to qualify under the 1.4 Renewable
Obligation Certificate (“ROC”) regime.
Solarcentury will build the plant and
will then warrant its performance for
an initial period. It will undertake the
ongoing operation and maintenance of
the plant under a separate agreement.
Since its Initial Public Offering
(“IPO”) in July 2013, the Company
has invested into ten solar plants
with a combined energy capacity of
128MWp. The proceeds of the £130
million IPO were fully committed with
the Company’s ninth investment
in February, 2014, an investment
that required a further placement of
£13 million in order to complete the
acquisition. This tenth acquisition sees
the Company using, for the first time,
part of the Royal Bank of Scotland
plc’s revolving credit facility (“Facility”),
announced on 13 June, 2014.
The three-year Facility, for up to £50
million, including a working capital
element, will provide the Company
with a flexible source of funding to
make additional acquisitions of solar
energy assets in the UK. The Facility is
secured against the existing Company
assets and the margin over LIBOR is
225 bps with the maximum ratio of loan
to net assets being 35%.
The Company can confirm that it
expects to deliver against its target
dividend of 4 pence per ordinary share
in relation to the first financial year
ending 30 June 2014, and 7 pence
per ordinary share in respect of the
Company’s second financial year, with
the intention of this rising annually with
RPI thereafter.
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Industry must innovate responsibly says Trina UK
TRINA SOLAR believes that the UK solar
industry must focus on innovation, and
environmental responsibility as well as
performance and aesthetics if it is to
drive uptake in the commercial sector.
Speaking at the STA Commercial Rooftop
Event: ‘Unlocking the Potential’ in London,
Richard Rushin, UK Sales Manager at
Trina Solar and STA Board Member,
warned that the solar industry must focus
on environmental responsibility and high
innovation, as well as ROI, to win over the
commercial sector:
“First and foremost, solar PV is an
investment, and commercial organisations
are naturally keen to maximise their
returns through the most efficient
generation of energy or through Feedin Tariffs. But the decision to invest in
solar is not driven solely by economic
considerations. Commercial organisations
have a number of factors guiding that
decision, meaning that a focus on product
performance and ROI alone is unlikely to
make for a very compelling argument for
solar PV.
“Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) is increasingly important to all
commercial enterprises, and solar PV,
as a renewable energy source, can
bring significant benefit to a business’s
CSR strategy,” Rushin continued. “But

building, in many cases its visual
appearance is crucial. The design element
of solar PV panels is becoming more and
more important for the industry,” added
Rushin.
Rushin went on to say that the solar
industry’s commitment to the environment
must be matched by continuous
innovation in the panels themselves to
appeal to the commercial sector.

this benefit risks being undermined if
there are weak links in the supply chain,
where the environment is concerned.
Installers should therefore take the time
to investigate the green credentials
and accreditations of their chosen
manufacturers to make sure that they
adhere to the highest standards possible.
Trina Solar, for example, achieved a
No. 1 global ranking for environmental
and social performance from the Silicon
Valley Toxics Coalition. For commercial
organisations mindful of their corporate
responsibilities, this reassurance is
invaluable.
“Depending on the roof in question,
aesthetics will also have a part to play
- if an array is going onto a commercial

“High innovation is also key,” continued
Ruchin. “There is a considerable
amount of cachet that comes with being
associated with leading ‘cutting edge’
technologies in the world of business.”
“This is something Trina Solar is acutely
aware of, so we invest significantly in
our R&D facilities. In collaboration with
the Australian National University and
the Solar Energy Research Institute
of Singapore, we recently announced
the successful development of a new
laboratory scale solar cell that delivers an
efficiency of 24.4%, making it one of the
most efficient in the world. Manufacturers
must take up the mantle of innovation,
and realise the importance of continued
investment in research and development
as they position themselves as innovators
to drive uptake in this sector,” Rushin
concluded.

Hanwha SolarOne provides modules for Ikaros UK project
HANWHA SOLARONE has announced
the completion of a 9.5MWp delivery of
high quality solar modules to Belgian
headquartered solar company Ikaros
Solar. The modules have been installed
in a 3MWp solar park in Hampshire and
a 6.5MWp in Oxfordshire, both UK. In
January 2014, Hanwha SolarOne had
already completed a 11.4MWp delivery to
a solar park realized by Ikaros in Norfolk
County, UK.
Headquartered in Belgium, Ikaros Solar
operates internationally as a developer,
EPC company and wholesaler. Hanwha
SolarOne has delivered high-quality PV
modules to a number of projects realized
by Ikaros over the last years. “Our track

record in the utility-scale segment is
substantial and we have tangible plans
to realize further projects throughout
our seven locations world-wide. Looking
ahead, the potential for solar parks both
in the EU and in other parts of the World
is significant,” said Yves Devis, Group
CEO at Ikaros Solar. “Throughout our
previous projects, Hanwha SolarOne
has demonstrated high quality as well
as reliable services, including timely
deliveries under tight deadlines. We look
forward to continuing the cooperation.”
Both parks are equipped with
polycrystalline 72-cell modules from
Hanwha Solar, the HSL 72 Poly,
characterized by excellent output under

real-life conditions and backed by a linear
25-year performance warranty.
“Ikaros Solar has installed close to
21MWp of solar projects in UK within
a relatively short period of time, an
impressive achievement which confirms
the high efficiency of the involved
companies,” said Laurent Bodin, Sales
Director for France and Benelux at
Hanwha SolarOne GmbH. “As is often
the case in our industry, the timeline
requirements for the deliveries are
challenging. But with advanced logistics
systems, extensive experience and close
communication with the customer, we are
able to integrate the deliveries seamlessly
in the construction process.”
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Industry to grow by 24% in
2nd half of year
FOLLOWING A WEAK PERFORMANCE
during the first six months of the year,
the global photovoltaic (PV) supply
chain is set for strong 24% growth in the
second half of 2013, driven by surging
installations, according to analysis from
IHS Technology.
Combined revenue for the PV polysilicon,
wafer, cell and module industries will
rise to $28.7 billion in the second half
of this year, up from $23.1 billion during
the period from January through June.
Revenue in the first half increased
marginally by 1% compared to the second
half of 2013. All segments will growin the
second half, led by a nearly 30% surge
in module revenue. For the entire year
of 2014, polysilicon market revenue will
expand by 36% from 2013, followed by
wafers at a 35% expansion, cells growing
by 18% and modules increasing by 17%.
“PV solar installations have been
decelerating in 1H 2014 because of a slow
start to the year in China,” said Jessica
Jin, PV analyst at IHS. “Installations
are expected to gain momentum in the
second half, driven by increases in China,
Japan, the US and the UK. Double-digit
growth in these countries will more than
offset major declines in once-hot markets
like Germany, Italy and Greece, resulting
in a 24% global increase in megawatts
installed for the year.”

The rise in installation
growth will redound to
the benefit of top PV
polysilicon, wafer, cell
and module suppliers.
Leading manufacturers
should enjoy bottom-line profitability
during the third and fourth quarters.
ASPsfor wafers, cells and modules are
forecast to decline only moderately
through the rest of 2014. Prices softened
during the first months of the year, but
are expected to stabilize in the second
half in parallel with rising end markets.
The polysilicon price increase that started
in the third quarter of 2013 is expected
to come to an end. Polysilicon prices in
2014 will be higher than in 2013, but in the
second half of the year they are predicted
to be flat to slightly down.
“The stabilizing pricing environment
in combination with strong growth of
demand will result in significant revenue
growth for the upstream photovoltaic
supply chain in the second half of 2014,”
Jin noted.
IHS forecasts continuously increasing PV
demand in the years 2015 through 2018
with annual growth rates of 10 to 15%. By
2018, global PV markets are expected to
surpass the 70-gigawatt (GW) mark, up
from 47GW in 2014.

To meet this increasing demand,
significant capacity expansions will be
required. IHS predicts a new capital
spending cycle will commence in 2014.
During the next four years, global
operational polysilicon capacity is
expected to grow by approximately
95,000 metric tons. Wafer capacity will
expand by about 28GW, cell capacity by
nearly 27GW and module capacity by
approximately 23GW.
“Having run their facilities at high
utilization rates for the past several
months, the big PV suppliers now
have enough cash to start preparing
for the next phase of growth,” Jin said.
“Their profit situation is bolstering
their confidence in sustainable market
development and propelling capital
expenditures. Moreover, R&D efforts
of the leading manufacturers will drive
down production costs faster than prices
decline in the upstream PV supply chain.
Therefore, IHS expects the industry’s
average gross margin to remain in the
double-digit range.”

BayWa R.e completes
another UK plant
BAYWA R.E has commissioned Polmaugan solar farm, which
is the fifth freestanding PV plant constructed by the company
in the UK.
The 4.9 MWp solar farm is situated near Bodmin in Cornwall
and covers an area of just under ten hectares. A neighbouring
company buys the power, which is delivered via a direct supply
line. The sustainably produced energy therefore directly
benefits the local economy. Average annual power generation
is around 5.13 million kWh, saving approx. 3,400 tonnes of
CO2 per year. BayWa r.e. installed 18,810 polycrystalline
modules and 150 string inverters for the plant.
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The UK is one of the core markets for BayWa r.e.’s renewable
energy business. So far, the company has built solar and
wind farms with a total output of more than 110 MW in Britain.
Further projects are currently under construction or at the
planning stage.
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BELECTRIC beat
ROC cutoff with
first quarter UK
projects
BELECTRIC UK has announced that they
have connected 43.5MWp of UK solar
farms, across five projects, within the first
quarter of 2014, with all projects receiving
the higher 1.6 ROC subsidy.
The five UK solar farms, Marsh Solar
Farm (14 MWp),Weston Longville Solar
Farm (10.5MWp), Holton Solar Farm
(10MWp - Pictured) Higher Tregarne Solar
Farm (5MWp) and Willersey Solar Farm
(4MWp), brings the total MWp installed
by BELECTRIC UK to 60 MWp. Enough
energy to supply the equivalent annual
electricity demands of 18,000 houses.
“I’m delighted to announce that
BELECTRIC has completed the
construction and connection of five solar
farms on time and on budget in the first
quarter of this year. We have now also
reached a milestone of 50MWp of thin film
solar photovoltaic panels installed by us
in the UK, the majority using First Solar
panels, making us the market leader for
this technology,” said Toddington Harper,
CEO BELECTRIC UK.
Three of the power plants were supplied
by First Solar and the two companies
announced that the projects - all powered
by First Solar’s advanced thin film
modules - will produce approximately
33,900,000 kilowatt-hours (kWh) of
electricity per year, which is sufficient to
supply the energy needs of an estimated
10,200 average homes.
The largest of the three facilities, the
14MWAC Marsh Solar Farm in Wiltshire,
is owned by, German asset management
group KGAL’s ESPF 3 renewable energy
fund for institutional investors. The
10.5MWAC Weston Longville Solar Farm
in Norfolk and the 10MWAC Holton Solar
Farm in Suffolk are owned by the BBIP
infrastructure fund. Together, the projects
will displace approximately 11,800 tonnes
of carbon dioxide per year, which is

equivalent to planting about 3,260,000
trees or removing over 4,300 cars from
Britain’s roads.
The plants have been designed to have
a minimal impact on the communities
and ecosystems they are located in. For
instance, Holton Solar Farm has been
constructed on an abandoned World War
Two-era airfield, RAF Halesworth, with
the full approval of the local community.
The site will feature a biodiversity
enhancement program to further mitigate
its impact on local ecosystems. Similarly,
Marsh Solar Farm was also built on
a decommissioned airfield, while the
Weston Longville Solar Farm features a
habitat management initiative.
“The United Kingdom is a fast growing
photovoltaic market and these plants
are an important demonstration of our
combined ability to effectively deliver
clean, reliable solar energy in the
United Kingdom,” said Martin Zembsch,
Chief Business Development Officer of
BELECTRIC. “The plants were completed
and grid-connected on schedule and on
budget, in keeping with BELECTRIC’s
quality-based philosophy. We’re proud
to have partnered with First Solar, whose
advanced thin-film modules are powering
all three plants.”
BELECTRIC and First Solar share a
longstanding partnership that spans
over a decade: the two groups entered
into a joint venture in 2013 and also
collaborated on the development of the
128MWAC Templin solar power plant
in Germany, the largest deployment
of First Solar modules in Europe. An
estimated 80% of the 1,400MW of solar
electricity generation capacity installed
by BELECTRIC, is powered by First Solar
modules.
“As the United Kingdom embraces the
potential of clean and affordable solar

electricity, these projects represent a new
milestone in the country’s development
of a sustainable solar energy portfolio,”
said Stefan Degener, Managing Director,
First Solar GmbH. “The projects also
represent the latest success in First
Solar’s longstanding partnership with
BELECTRIC, demonstrating how our
companies are capable of bringing
together industry-leading capabilities
and technologies to deliver reliable solar
energy in virtually any market.”
The subsidy rate for projects under the
Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROC)
scheme dropped from 1.6 to 1.4 / MWh
on 31st March 2014 and a refusal from
government to extend the deadline even
in the face of adverse weather conditions
such as storms and severe flooding left
many developers and EPC’s rushing to
get projects completed and connected to
the grid in time. However BELECTRIC’s
vertically integrated approach enabled
BELECTRIC UK to overcome all the
challenges.
“Our unrivalled experience and ability to
deliver the highest quality, most efficient
systems in the world, is testament to the
professionalism and excellence of our
workforce that means we were able to
successfully complete these projects
without setbacks”, Toddington continued.
BELECTRIC were the first company
to install 1GWp of solar capacity and
remain the technology market leaders.
We specialise in the development,
engineering, financing, construction,
operation and maintenance of large
scale solar energy projects. With HQ
in Germany and more than 20 offices
operating across five separate continents
BELECTRIC have completed over 3,000
solar rooftop systems, 250 solar farms
and more than 50 solar car parks and
have installed and connected more than
1.5 GWp of solar projects globally.
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Rooftop PV
perfect for the UK
Michal Bacia is a solar energy
project manager and
consultant and has extensive
experience in British and
European markets.
He explains why rooftop solar
in the best choice for the
UK economy right now.
Even with the British weather!
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IN APRIL OF THIS YEAR, the British Government announced
“...plans to turn the Government estate as well as factories,
supermarkets and car parks into solar hubs.” Translation?
Government support for PV distributed generation (DG).
The UK solar industry (at least some companies) do not share
my excitement about this shift in government strategy. They are
worried about a decreasing support for large scale solar farms,
which is completely understandable when they have a pipeline of
utility scale projects already lined up. An announcement of lower
support for solar farms means they have to hurry up and build
them ASAP. Without enough qualified manpower, building all
these planned projects before March 31st 2015 will be difficult.
For the general public, a green light for DG solar is great news
and here is why. Renewable energy (RE) was an environmental
concern in the beginning. The EU pushed RE obligations
because it was concerned about the CO2 and climate change.

INDUSTRY I ANALYSIS

When the conversation is about the environment or future
generation’s survival, you can’t really put a price tag on
it. It’s a political issue, not a business one. Germany and
Denmark said OK, we want clean air and low CO2 emissions
and we are willing to pay for it with high electricity prices.
Others, who were not so interested in the environment, said
NO WAY, RE is too expensive, high energy prices will kill
our economy, we will loose jobs, etc. For them, RE was a
luxury they couldn’t afford. In reality, the question of how RE
influences economy is more complicated. It’s far more than
just a question of how much energy costs. It’s a question of
where does that money go.

Global energy needs
In the ‘90s, the UK was an energy exporter. Thanks to
natural gas and oil resources, the country was able to cover
all its energy needs with domestic resources. They were
even exporting surplus. In the mid 2000s, however, the
situation changed completely. Production from the North
Sea dropped and the country had to start importing energy.
According to the US Energy Information Administration
(EIA), in 2011 alone, the UK imported 388,000 barrels of
oil per day. Given the average oil price of USD 111 or GBP
68.82 per barrel, this amounts to an annual spending of
GBP 9.5 BILLION! And this is just the oil alone. Other energy
imports included natural gas, coal, uranium.
What does this mean for the economy? Exporting jobs.
Instead of spending all this money domestically and creating
local jobs, it is sent abroad. It was estimated for the US
economy that each $1.00 spent at the gas station generates
$0.40 revenue for the national economy... the rest goes
ABROAD. Each $1.00 spent on domestic oil generates $3.00
for the national economy, thanks to the multiplier effect.

The ratios for the UK might be different, but the essence is
the same: money that stays within the economy circulates,
creating more jobs and generating more taxes.

Price fluctuations
This relation is even more evident when oil prices go up.
James D. Hamilton, Professor at the University of California,
noticed that 10 out of 11 recent economic recessions in
the US, were preceded by a sharp oil price increase. In
the developed countries, the oil imports are relatively small
compared to the national economy: about 2% of GDP but
the influence of oil price spikes is non-linear and therefore,
much more significant. It takes time and capital expenditure
to adjust to new, higher prices of energy. Think of new
energy efficient buildings or buying smaller, more efficient
(electric) cars. It take a while to adjust.
Short term, more expensive oil and/or energy makes people
stop spending money on other things. More comes out
of their pocket for the same amount of energy to drive to
work, heat the house, etc. Automatically, people spend less
on other things. This means that any businesses providing
these services/items sell less, earn less, and most likely
have to fire people. This begins a cycle of an even lower
demand for goods and services or no orders at all from
manufacturers and factories. And the downward spiral
continues....all because oil has no easy substitutes. Prices
are driven by international markets and are controlled by a
small number of organizations. Denmark’s example shows
that it’s OK to pay high electricity prices, as long as the
energy is produced domestically. Danish electricity prices
are about twice as high as British prices, yet GDP per capita
in Denmark is higher than the UK and the unemployment
rate in slightly lower in Denmark.
Issue II 2014 I www.solar-uk.net 13
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Obvious solutions?

Crowd support

So it looks like generating domestically is an answer but
assuming that all energy resources are domestic it is best to go
for the cheapest energy option, right? Well, let’s see.

Add solar crowdfunding into the mix and we have a perfect
solution for energy self-sufficiency and prosperity! With
crowdfunding, people invest directly in energy generation
projects. This means that no matter what happens on the market,
they will benefit.

Electricity produced and delivered by the Big 6 energy
companies in the UK are perceived as the cheaper option to
renewables, especially rooftop solar. It is interesting to see
what happens to the money paid in utility bill. In 2012, the Big
6 British energy companies made a combined profit of £3.7
billion. Between 2010 and 2013 energy prices rose by 36%.
Out of the 6, only 2 companies are actually British. Again, the
supply side of the energy market is controlled by a small number
of organizations, allowing for a massive transfer of value from
customers to corporations.
Promoting solar DG changes the balance of power. Instead of
the Big 6 energy suppliers, the government wants to have 60,000
(distributed) suppliers. This means that the support (in a form of
FiT, for example) will be distributed among many small and midsized companies, families and NGOs. The money collected from
consumers in energy bills to support RE will go straight back into
local communities. BTW, more than half of the solar installation
costs are local costs (planning, engineering, construction,
maintenance, financing). With solar, there are no fuel supply
issues. This means less money spent on (imported) fuel and
more spent or invested locally. This also means energy price
spikes will have less influence on the economy. Finally, there is
no need to invest in the electricity transmission and distribution
network as most energy is consumed on the generation site.
14 www.solar-uk.net I Issue II 2014

In cases of generous support for solar and higher electricity bills
they will receive higher returns on their solar investment. When
support is lower and energy prices are lower they experience the
immediate benefit of lower energy bills.
Looks like a win-win to me. Well done UK, congrats!
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Activia Solar was founded in 2010 and now employs over one
hundred people. The company has completed over 220 MWp
of solar projects located in the UK, Belgium and Germany.
Activia is experienced with rooftop installations from 3kWp
and ground mounted farms as big as 15MWp. The company
focus for installations is on high quality DC cabling, expertise
include ground works, construction, fences, installation of
structures, panels, inverters and electric cabinets. Activia
also provides maintenance and repair services for solar pv
systems. The company is established with the necessary
financial and technical resources to be a secure partner.
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Policy direction
With subsidy reviews and new payment mechanisms being introduced, David
Ridsdale asks if the time is right for the UK industry to begin to move away from
government support towards a sustainable autonomous industry?
THE UK SOLAR AND PHOTOVOLTAIC INDUSTRY, like other PV
markets, is impacted by changing government policies while
industry relies on subsidies to develop market growth. Changes
are afoot once again with recent announcements that the
government planned to review subsidies to large scale solar as
well as changes to existing programmes.

research and manufacturing. Any positives felt from such a
positive announcement were quickly replaced with fear and déjà
vu as DECC announced a review of solar subsidies not long after
Barker’s hopeful announcement. The juxtaposition was a perfect
example of the confusing policy messages that the industry has
concerns over.

The problem with having an industry reliant on subsidies
and government policies is that the industry is prone to a
government’s need to appear to be doing something and with
solar being taken up by consumers faster than anyone wanted
to imagine, governments around the world have juggled policy
decisions in an attempt to balance energy decisions with
financial realities.

Once the initial negative reaction had subsided the idea of
reviewing solar policy was perceived as inevitable and something
that needed to be worked with. Companies began to support
the idea of pushing roof top arrays as a means to open a new
market. Recent history has convinced many that there is an
entrepreneurial spirit being shown in the industry that will
succeed regardless of policy tinkering. Ground mounted PV
will continue but with different dynamics than expected. The
assumption had been that ROCs, even in their diminishing
mode, would provide a hefty return on investment until 2017 but
it will now close two years early. Companies are pulling out the
calculators and although dismayed at tighter
margins are seeing a viable market
regardless.

This is no different in the UK but the gap between subsidy
dependency and self-sufficiency is reducing rapidly as PV prices
fall towards a sustainable level. Until then it is the vagaries of policy
that continue to dictate the level of returns a company can achieve
at any given time. Despite the protests at the continual
changes to the UK solar and PV policy, it should be
remembered that the UK market continues to be seen
as one of the most stable, in terms of policy and
growth, throughout Europe.
The UK solar industry has had government
supporters from the beginning and this championing
by key individuals has turned out to be a mainstay
for the industry, even as other government elements
balked at the growing initial costs in supporting
the introduction of renewable energies. People
like Greg Barker, Minister of State for Energy
and Climate Change, has consistently beaten
the drum for the PV industry and is a constant
pressure on the trade circuit.
Barker recently launched the Solar Strategy, a
policy setting paper designed as a catalyst for
long-term development of the UK solar industry. It
is a fairly typical UK policy document, full of hope
for the future and outlining grand plans to instigate,
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Future control

It may be the time for the industry to start moving away
from quick returns through subsidies and focus on longerterm sustainable goals. The response by the industry every
time policies change to be even more impressive. When the
upcoming ROC changes were announced the industry went into
overdrive to install before returns change. In the first quarter this
year the UK saw nearly 1GW installed on the ground.

This could be an opportunity for the UK. With trade disputes
creating all sorts of problems for Chinese manufacturers they
will be looking for new ways to manufacture and assemble
product closer to the source of sales. This suggests that some
Chinese companies may set up assembly plants in Europe. An
opportunity that the industry could pursue and encourage the
government to help develop a suitable and attractive market
environment. REA executive, Ray Noble recently pointed out
that there are more cars made in the UK than when there was a
domestic car industry. He feels this is the example that the UK
should follow and pro-actively encourage such assembly here.
Most of all the industry needs to develop strategies for growth
beyond the protection of government policies. Especially when
those policies are used as fodder against the industry or sold as
the cause of rising consumer energy bills. The energy industry
in is highly regulated and will always be prone to policy change.
Renewables need to be at the heart of this discussion with plans
for consolidating domestic strengths to ensure growth.

The industry also has to face the realities of joining a Contract
for Difference (CfD) scheme where they will have to compete
with other renewable energy sources for a piece of government
support for arrays above 5MW. Another policy direction seen by
some as only helping the larger companies. There is an election
in 2015 and the solar and PV industries would do worse than
realise they hold a fair amount of collective power with energy
tipped to be a major election point. Who they listen to will be
crucial. As I write this the UK PM is under the microscope for
employing a certain Mr Coulson, who has been found guilty of
phone hacking. It is a timely reminder that advisors do not always
provide the best or unbiased advice.

There is a clear link between stable policies and consistent
growth of any industry and the government needs to hear from
the PV industry what shape long-term policies could be to
encourage domestic market and industry growth. Policy direction
is not simply about changing financial packages but rather
provide long term direction with clear goals and time guidelines.
Everyone can understand the need to change and tweak
financial commitments as circumstances change but providing
clear direction of long term goals regarding energy is what is
sought by the industry. From any political party. The UK has a
great opportunity to consolidate its growing leadership position
in the solar industry in Europe and around the world.

The PV industry when in conference mode talks about moving to
self sufficiency and developing autonomy as sustainable as the
decentralised energy platform it is heading towards. There has
also being the understanding that the energy markets are huge
and are not easily changed or swayed. With solar PV consistently
breaking energy production records in Germany and the UK and
mainstream media reporting on Germany’s success at supplying
50% of its energy via solar, the momentum is unstoppable and
only the pace can be swayed by policies or industry.

One area of PV and solar manufacturing that can prove
troublesome is the transportations of completed modules.
16 www.solar-uk.net I Issue II 2014
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Why solar farms will
keep on sprouting
The UK has seen a massive deployment of solar farms across
parts of southern England. The announcement that DECC was
launching a consultation on renewable obligation certification does
not spell the end for large-scale solar argues Robert Goss, MD
Conergy UK, who participated on DECC’s Solar Strategy taskforce.

IN THE FIRST THREE MONTHS OF THIS YEAR, an estimated
1.1GW of new PV capacity was installed at solar farms, taking
up thousands of acres of mostly farmland. The boom sparked
calls from some politicians to block further construction on the
basis of the conservation of the countryside. But one of the
striking features of the quarter one build-out was the tolerance
of local communities to these large construction projects. They
were not big nuclear or gas plants, and tucked away from builtup areas and hidden behind hedges, we did not see the large
local protests that have bedevilled many on- and offshore wind
developments. By and large it looked like the solar industry had
just about everyone on its side – local communities, the wider
British public, the media, DECC and the politicians.
We were therefore caught off guard when DECC announced
a consultation on solar’s continuing receipt of the renewable
obligation certificates (ROCs), which direct a small portion of the
nation’s utility bills towards solar power, part of the government’s
commitment to cut carbon emissions in the power sector.
The ROCs became so attractive with large-scale solar that big
pension funds began pouring money into new PV development.
The bigger the solar farms were, the greater the returns, and
such was the efficiency of City investors seeking long-term
reliable returns, and the brilliance of our young industry in rapidly
completing projects, that the Treasury and DECC suddenly
changed tack and started a consultation on the scheme.
For some time, we have known that the main funding mechanism
for much-needed new power capacity would change - from the
ROCs to Contracts for Difference (CfD), which theoretically will
see solar compete for the same funds as wind or nuclear in
technologically-neutral bidding. What we did not know was how
the transition from ROCs to CfDs would take place.
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DECC’s proposed changes mean ROCs will be denied to solar
plants bigger than five megawatts that do not connect before the
end of March. As the CFD scheme is not yet ready, this effectively
means we lose three months of large solar farm construction,
which investors and plant builders have been banking on for
some time, because no one will invest in a project that might not
complete in time, and then be left without any incentive structure
to support it. The risks associated with missing the March 31
deadline will also put developers off who are not expecting
planning consent until later in the year.

Deja vu?
There are echoes to the 2012 changes to the feed-in-tariff
scheme, which provoked howls of protest from the industry, a
march on Westminster and eventually decimated the businesses
of hundreds of smaller installers up and down the land. We must
see past the bluster of those times. The facts are that returns
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for rooftop PV are the same today as back then, as the costs
of technology fell and installers became more efficient and
experienced. Had the feed in tariffs remained in place, the entire
scheme might well have collapsed under the weight of demand.
It took time for the message to get through to the public that
rooftop PV was still economic, but installers found new ways of
marketing and selling, and the industry is better off for it.
This reflects an inevitability about solar which is why I chose to
work in this industry. However the incentive schemes are set
up to help get the supply chain in place, and however they are
changed, solar is such a simple technology that it is only going
to become more ubiquitous with time, further cost reductions,
and increased efficiency alongside storage technologies. It is its
fundamental simplicity that the government is today grappling
with, faced with what they see as the excessive enthusiasm for
large-scale solar farms.

Having ignored PV for some time as a serious player in the UK
energy mix, the government is now faced with the fact that solar
is highly investable and competitive with other technologies, that
have longer investment lead-times, greater logistical complexity,
greater environmental impact, and therefore require more
intensive support through their deployment.
At the time of writing, we do not know the outcome of the
consultation, but we have enough visibility to plan around the
proposed changes. We could complete the larger projects before
December, and focus development of 5MW plants until the CFDs
are in place. All businesses need to respond to change in order
to survive. Given the history of PV in this country, we’ve already
shown a remarkable capacity to bounce back. And we’ll do it again.
©2014 Permission required.
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Rooftop PV:
a force for change
DECC’s latest announcement could be a turning point for the solar industry,
says Jerry Hamilton, director of renewables, Rexel UK.
CHANGE DOESN’T HAPPEN until its impact can be felt or seen
by people at home. We might switch home insurance providers
if our neighbour tells us about the great deal they have and
where we can get hold of it, and the same concept applies
to rooftop PV. If the local school or office block reduces its
energy consumption through the installation of solar panels, the
temptation to follow suit is increased.

electricity generation at a local level in our homes, and on the
rooftops of businesses and public buildings. We are at a real
turning point for the industry and all moves towards increasing
awareness and enthusiasm for renewable alternatives while also
reducing energy consumption, are beneficial to everyone. As the
renewables sector develops, we need to embrace new ideas and
proposals that further drive progress and greater adoption.

Behaviour change is spread by direct, quantifiable impact –
usually in terms of cost savings - and word of mouth. Real,
long-term change in the energy industry therefore needs to be
driven by the needs and behaviours of the consumer. The recent
proposal from The Department for Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) may have caused scepticism amongst some in the solar
industry, but it is a positive step towards encouraging renewable

DECC’s proposal: is it the correct decision?
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In an ideal world, there would be sufficient financial schemes in
place to support the growth of both rooftop PV as well as largescale solar. DECC’s plans emphasise the need to maintain the
growing momentum behind renewable energy investment in the
UK while recognising the need to redress the balance across the
PV sector – by capping funding to the rapidly growing large-scale
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Energy Bill Revolution, claimed the UK is the second worst
performer in Europe, behind only Estonia, for the number of
people struggling to pay their energy bills. The Cold Homes
Week campaign, supported by a range of companies and notfor-profit organisations, has urged the government to act and
address the problem of fuel poverty across Britain’s homes.
DECC’s proposal facilitates a longer term view toward securing
our energy supply. We only need to take one look at the news to
understand why relying on fossil fuel based energy supplies is
a risky and irresponsible long term strategy. We are at a pivotal
moment in the history of energy and contentious global situations
only further highlight the need for robust energy security.

solar industry and securing the long term funding needed
for rooftop PV. This will provide support for the generation of
energy where it is being used, on the rooftops of our homes,
public and commercial buildings. By investing in quality
rooftop PV, businesses and consumers will be protected
against future volatile energy prices and see cost savings.
They will help the UK move toward reaching its carbon
reduction target of 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050.

It’s about quality PV installation
A critical step in this move will be for consumers to buy the
right, quality products to ensure a long life for their solar
installation. The good news, contractors today are more
experienced, products are becoming less expensive with
efficiencies made every step of the way. DECC’s plans to
secure long-term funding for mid-scale solar projects will
encourage the market to improve product offerings which
provide long-term sustainable solutions that are affordable for
consumers and businesses. However, as an industry we have
a responsibility to ensure anyone considering the installation
of PV understand the dangers of compromising on quality
solar. It is imperative for the long-term sustainability and
development of the market that we do not get caught out by
a pricing war over KW peak approach, as this would almost
certainly come back to haunt us.
With more financial support available for mid-scale rooftop PV,
the government’s Solar Strategy can be driven forward, a plan
focused on rolling out solar more widely, with the potential
to support and create tens of thousands of jobs. Growth in
renewables is about stimulating a ‘low carbon economy’
and supporting local communities by driving job creation.
People will come to understand the importance of renewable
electricity generation if they see communities thriving.

Securing energy for future generations…
The UK is making positive changes but more needs to be
done to secure energy supply for future generations and
eradicate fuel poverty. A recent campaign launched by the

The Rexel Foundation launched last year with a mission to
improve energy efficiency for all through the support of research,
grants and grass roots projects in the area of energy efficiency.
Rudy Provoost, the Foundation’s Chairman, envisions a future for
the energy landscape in which new and evolving technologies
will not only fundamentally change our energy behaviour, but
also improve our energy infrastructure by increasing the use of
alternative sources of energy through better transmission and
storage capabilities and greater capacity for local generation.
To help consumers manage their own energy and improve
access to energy for all, we need a decentralised and shared
energy model, one in which people can produce and sell their
own energy back to the grid. Greater integration of renewable
energy sources into the grid, such as rooftop PV, will allow for
increased capacity and flexibility and an overall ‘smarter grid’.
By splitting the banding for rooftop schemes, we’re paving the
way for this smarter infrastructure, a future in which every UK
resident has access to energy, greater control over their energy
management and is conscious of how their behaviour impacts
their energy consumption.
DECC’s proposal is a bold and a necessary step in addressing
the need for a more flexible energy model. By ensuring the
most cost-effective projects get full backing, cost savings and
benefits will be shared by homeowners and businesses alike. If
we are to change attitudes towards energy usage, and ultimately
behaviour, we need to make it impactful to everyone – at home,
in the office and throughout our everyday lives. The energy
model of the future will, and should be driven, by the needs of
the individual and it is time they see the true merits of renewable
energy generation.
The challenge now is to ensure that consumers and businesses
recognise the best solutions that are available to them. In
tandem with incentives, the industry and government need to
make sure the benefits of solar PV, the relative merits of different
solar solutions, and the financial support schemes available, are
properly communicated to the public and business community.
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The move to

Contracts for
Difference
The UK government and industry are in a constant
dance trying to balance policy with industry needs.
With further changes imminent, Bristol based TLT
Solicitor’s Maria Connolly, Real Estate Partner
and Head of Renewables, and Stuart Urquhart,
commercial associate look at the impact of CfDs
on the UK industry.

REGULATORY CHANGE continues to hit the solar industry and
challenge everyone involved. While this changeable environment
continues, it’s essential to keep on top of what’s happening at
a policy level and assess the impact of these policy changes on
existing business models.
Last month, the Government issued its latest consultation on
financial support for solar PV. One of the main proposals set out
was the closing of the RO scheme to projects over 5MW from
April 2015 across England, Wales and Scotland. This will be
replaced by the Contracts for Difference (CfD) regime.
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Contracts for Difference issues
The move to CfDs represents a major change to the way large
scale solar projects will receive support from the Government.
Further details about the scheme will be confirmed over the
coming months, however some of the key issues that those in
the sector will need to grapple with, include the following:£ No guarantee of support – strictly speaking, the existing
support regime under the RO was always subject to change
at short notice by the Government. However, in practice, a
developer could be confident at the time of starting to commit
substantial costs to a project, for example, in securing planning,
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that support would be available at a particular level. With CfDs
this is no longer the case, at least for solar and other established
technologies, as it is now clear that developers will have to bid
for support on a competitive basis, with no certainty on what the
overall “pot” of funding made available by the Government will be.
£ Eligibility – it seems likely that any developer seeking to
bid for a CfD will not only need to have secured a connection
offer, but also need to have accepted that offer. Developers
will therefore need to check the terms of their connection
offers carefully and understand what payment commitments
will arise on acceptance of the offer. They will also need to

understand what scope there is for recovering initial payments
if unsuccessful in the CfD allocation process.
£ Frequency of allocation rounds – it is not clear what the
frequency of these will be. DECC previously indicated that
they might happen every six months, but some recent
statements are suggesting they may only take place once a
year. For developers with projects expected to commission
in late 2015 or early 2016, for example, it will be crucial to
understand whether the autumn 2014 allocation round will
be the only opportunity to secure a CfD for the 2015/2016
delivery year.
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£ Ability to determine what strike price(s) to bid – given
the competitive allocation process now confirmed by the
Government, it seems likely that solar developers will be
required to bid a “strike price” below the maximum of
£120 per MWh applicable to solar projects. In order for a
developer to determine the lowest strike price they can bid,
they will need to determine the minimum internal rate of return
and then work backwards deducting all CAPEX, OPEX, debt
and power purchase agreement (PPA) prices. To have some
confidence in what these costs will be, developers will need
engage at an early stage both with key supply chain members
and with project funders.

Complexity
The CfD contract terms run to several
hundred pages and contain complex
provisions covering a range of
areas, including timescales
for building out projects,
metering requirements,
payment processes and
the allocation of change
in law risk.
At the outset at least,
developers and their
funders will need to
spend time analysing
what these provisions
mean and how they are
likely to interact with other
project documents, such
as PPAs. In the longer term,
developers can take comfort
in that the terms are intended
to apply on a standardised
basis. They should not need to be
reviewed and negotiated on a project
by project basis.

Rooftop PV issues
Given the challenges thrown-up by the move to the CfD regime,
we anticipate that some developers will look closely at the scope
for pursuing sub 5MW projects for which support will continue
to be available under the existing (and rather less complex)
feed-in tariff (FIT) scheme. In particular, given recent government
proposals to restructure FIT degression arrangements, we
anticipate that developers will look closely at the viability of
pursuing non “stand-alone” projects in which the PV system is
wired to provide electricity to an occupied building, probably via
a rooftop lease model.
There are a number of commercial and legal issues to consider
around building wired projects.
One set of issues relates to the possibility that the building is,
or may in the future be, tenanted. When occupied, it will be the
tenant who consumes most, if not all, of the electricity supplied
on-site. Subject to the terms of the lease, it will be the tenant,
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rather than the landlord, who will benefit from the potential to
reduce the cost of electricity consumption from the grid. Under
a rooftop lease model an additional challenge thrown up by
tenanted properties is about who is responsible for paying the
project company for the electricity consumed on site.
The project company is likely to want some control over the
counterparty to any PPA governing the supply of the power. They
may consider that the building owner represents the preferred
counterparty for these purposes.
However, a structure of this kind would effectively make the
building owner responsible for the power consumed by its
tenants, which may not be commercially viable.
In addition, any structure where power from
the PV system is sold to one person,
such as the building owner, for
onward supply to someone else
as ultimate consumer, for
example a tenant, needs to be
assessed for compliance with
the rules governing
the basis on which
unlicensed electricity
suppliers are allowed to
operate.

Building
Dependencies
Any developer looking
to install PV via a rooftop
lease model will need to
consider the fundamental
dependency on the building
itself. Importantly, this means
checking whether the building
is structurally sound and able to
provide a stable support for the PV.
The developer also needs to consider what
obligations are imposed on the building owner and/or any PPA
counterparty. This is in relation to the operation of the building’s
electrical infrastructure and of the grid connection, which may be
in the building’s owner name. The purpose of obligations of this
kind is to ensure that the amount of electricity generated by the
PV system is maximised and that any power not taken on site is
capable of being exported to the grid.
As a related point, the developer will need to consider what the
impact would be if the building owner was to become insolvent,
leaving the property vacant.
None of these issues need create an absolute barrier to the
successful establishment and financing of rooftop lease projects.
However, careful consideration of the structure and terms of the
lease and any related PPA will be important.
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UK SOLAR FINANCE CONFERENCE
PROVIDES INDUSTRY DIRECTION
The Solar UK Finance and Investment conference was held at
the perfect time for the industry after review announcements
from DECC. Rather than be deterred, the mood was all about
achieving success despite a challenging world.

THE UK SOLAR INDUSTRY recently gathered in London for the
first time since the Government announcement of a proposed
review of solar subsidies for large scale PV. The Solar UK
Conference on Finance and Investment was held in London
and a strong line up of speakers moved the industry tone of
indignation towards the more pragmatic requirements of dealing
with upcoming changes.
Concerns about the Department of Energy & Climate Change
(DECC) announcement were evident but without the emotive
response that was prevalent in initial reports, focus was turned
to the details available and the potential response the industry
could make. Almost every speaker had adjusted their talk to
reflect the announcements that the Renewable Obligations (RO)
would not continue for some sectors of the solar offerings.
The scene was set by Solar UK’s Editor in Chief, David
Ridsdale who pointed out that although the proposed industry
changes demonstrate how volatile the solar industry can be,
the fundamentals remained to make the UK one of the most
desirable places in Europe for solar investors. The Government
interference would continue as long as the industry relied on
subsidies to stimulate growth. He also pointed out that the
negative emotional reaction that was fed through media channels
following the announcement had more potential to detract
investors than the announcement itself.

Energy complexities
The first speaker of the day was a revelation to
many. Despite industry complaints that the big
energy companies can be hard to approach at
times, Nick Williams, Power Originator at Centrica
Energy, gave a welcomed talk on the UK utility
market. In a refreshingly candid talk, Williams
pointed out that the large energy companies
have been so used to distributing energy that
they are still coming to terms with the
new requirements of receiving energy
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as well. Williams provided a clear guide to understanding power
price market, ROCs, Levy Exemption Certificates (LECs), Power
Purchase Agreements (PPAs). Acknowledging that change
will continue to happen and impact industry players, Williams
discussed how Centrica was open and ready to communicate
with the solar industry. He clarified that the company is willing
and able to guide companies (small or large) through the
changing minefield of energy production at a time of great
change for the industry.
The next speaker was lawyer, Neil Budd from SGH Martineau
who provided an overview of investment opportunities under
Contract for Difference (CfD) trade structures. As Budd pointed
out in his quiet but knowledgeable fashion, the timing of his
presentation was more appropriate than when he began. Budd
provided a clear outline of what the DECC review is suggesting
in terms of change and then described the CfD process in
tendering for support funds that may not be realised.
With companies having to supply an auction bid, they never
know whether they will be undercut. Issues such as transparency
of process have not been announced and are the sort of issues
that should be raised through the consultation process. He
pointed out that comparable wind technologies were not required
to move to CfD until 2017 and did not feel they were likely to
even apply for the first round, providing some lead time for solar,
as that technology competed well against other comparable
technologies.
Finlay Colville from NPD SolarBuzz gave the audience an
overview of the current market and the possible outcomes of
the change in policy. Colville’s main issue with the proposed
changes were the fact that the decisions were not being based
on accurate industry data. Ofgem is the preferred data source for
DECC and Colville rightly pointed out that due to the collection
process can often be six months out of date. Pointing out the
rooftop commercial was one of the smallest sectors for the UK he
questioned the rationale of the decision beyond a political choice
and wondered what the goal truly was.
Colville pointed out that the Government is
stating the ground mounted sector grew
too fast but questioned what where
the parameters of such a decision
and why the industry does not
push for parameter settings
and a clear long-term energy
policy.

Local insights
Two of the UK’s largest
installers, Lightsource and
Conergy both provided
excellent overviews
of ground mount solar
installations as well as the
expected response to the review.
Nick Boyle of Lightsource was the first to point out the
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new proposals were designed to assist the big players as the
review document was 800 pages long ensuring SMEs would
not have the man power to digest such a dense tome let alone
respond to it in any meaningful way. He admitted this suited his
company but was clear in his concern that the potential impact
on the sector would have ramifications for all companies. He
suggested that smaller players should consider at least aligning
with a larger player as complexities to gain projects increase.
Boyle also lamented the Government not having the correct
information citing a lack of understanding of the difference
between a GW of installed solar and a GW of installed wind.
He also pointed out that in the long run CfDs will be a better
mechanism, if you get one, as it will have a longer agreed price
and plan. The concern is that companies may not be willing to
take the risk in spending the capital to even apply for one.
Robert Goss of Conergy pointed out that none of the changes
prevent ground mounted solar from going ahead and felt that
companies would still find ways to continue to grow despite
policy changes. He pointed out that his company has discovered
that a more important factor on success of ground-mounted
arrays was to involve the local community at the earliest
point and gain their support. Goss also pointed out that the
changes included a boost for community based arrays and
despite councils being more canny in bargaining skills, there
was positive opportunity for companies prepared to develop
community based products. Both Goss and Boyle agreed
that there was little the industry could do to change the review
process but encouraged companies to provide input to gain
clarity and more defined parameters.

Rooftop expectations
The afternoon sessions focused on commercial rooftops with
speakers covering finance, planning, building and risk evaluation.
The strong line up of presenters provided a clear understanding
of the pros and cons of moving towards commercial rooftop
development. Graeme Seeley of Asset Finance and
Management explained some of the restrictions
in funding assets and suggested the industry
needs to develop a more flexible approach
to funding mechanisms to increase market
capture.
Schools are not allowed to borrow
money so require a leasing
arrangement to participate. He
pointed out that banks are
slowly returning to invest in
the sector after a period of
uncertainty based more on
their own troubles
Nick Keeler of Hanergy gave
a spirited talk that outlined
installation practices and pit
falls that companies need to
deal with in the commercial roof
space. Keeler discussed how the
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industry is moving towards grid parity and the faster it achieves
this then the quicker policy changes will impact. He pointed out
that the rooftop market in the UK was 40% weight constrained so
questioned whether such factors were taken to account.

why this should not be increased up to 1MW within the Solar
Strategy programme. He felt the lack of consistency across LPAs
and DNOs was something to be addressed and can be done in
the review process.

OST Energy co-founder Oliver Soper presented information from
consulting for over £1 billion worth of projects and provided clear
guidelines to the different risks and assessment requirements
in planning a project. Some of the risks were heightened by
policy change but often complexity in contract development
came from the number of players involved and their previous
experience. With many partners involved it is vital to have positive
communication, especially for time sensitive projects.

Cooke felt there were unnecessary delays in G59 testing and
felt pressure needs to be applied to Ofgem re DNO plans and
that the slow Q&A process with Ofgem must be improved. He
suggested the industry work closer to ensure all Ofgem to be
raised are done at the same time and remain sensible and
consistent to avoid added confusion. He believes there must be
greater accountability and ownership by individuals within Ofgem
possibly by allocating account managers. Cooke also took aim
at the complex multi stage application processes that often
have up to 70 questions per application. He felt that there were
a number of tweaks that industry could push for that enabled
the Government to continue with their plans and allow realistic
moving space for the industry.

Howard Johns of Southern Solar commented that the
Government was planning to revitalise the rooftop market
regardless. He felt that the political aspect to the DECC review

Louise Shaw of Ernst and Young led a panel of the speakers on
rooftop applications and provided an outline of the impressive
growth solar has been through. Asking if there were enough
5MW projects to pick up the slack, the panel pointed out that
excessive 5MW projects would likely see the government react
again. With risk -averse public organisations there may be fewer
uptakes than imagined. The industry was in danger of forgetting
how political energy was and the other players involved. Any
campaign from the industry needs to be election based and
positive. All agreed that negative knee jerk reactions can cause
more harm than good and with public support high the situation
truly is in the industry’s favour.

amounted to little more than a “tip” to Telegraph readers raising
voices about visual blights and lamented that such decisions
could not be made on industry realities. Johns discussed how
large scale rooftops can provide excellent returns with as little
as a four year payback if self purchased. He iterated the need to
develop good links with all parties as a roof top deal can involve
tenants, landlords, installers, councils, investors, etc; all requiring
their own information and all with the power to slow a deal down
by the simple act of delaying signing.

Action plans
Kingspan Energy General Counsel Alex Cooke, provided
the conference with the most specific actions companies
and industry can take in responding to the review. After
demonstrating the importance of roof structure and stating that
companies should not install any roof PV if there is any doubt
the roof will not last as long. He pointed out the industry needs
to maintain best practices upfront and at all times; especially
when there is potential for backlash. Cooke made some positive
suggestions on how the industry could influence the policy
review process, reminding people it was a chance to reduce
red tape. Cooke questioned the Government’s plan to require
planning permission for projects above 50kWp and wondered
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Even with all the changes there are still growing market sectors
so the final two speakers spoke on the growth in residential
markets and community based projects. Leigh Goodman of
Goldfield Partners looked at finance options in developing
residential portfolios and saw great potential for companies to
build up a strong portfolio that can then be sold off rather than
sitting on the merits.
Industry veteran Phillip Wolfe ended the programme with a
positive message of potential growth with the community-based
projects. With exemption from the CfD move and a doubling
of FiTs they become the only investor based large scale
ground mounted projects left. He outlined the complexities but
convinced of a growing opportunity not to be missed.
The mood by the end of the day was more positive as
participants considered actions that could be planned rather than
simply airing concerns. The industry would continue to grow
faster than expected and develop more clout within the energy
sector. The changes ahead are difficult for anyone to forecast
so the best response was succeed effectively. The over riding
message was that despite changes, the entrepreneurial nature of
the UK solar market would once again win through and surprise
the Government by beating the poor expectations imposed.
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Improving

energy
access for

who?

The solar industry is not the only renewable energy source affected by energy policy
changes and sometimes the impact may not be immediately obvious. OFTEC is a trade
association that represents manufacturers of oil fired equipment such as boilers, cookers
and oil storage tanks. They offer their perspective of planned RHI changes.
The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) will be introduced for
domestic householders from the Spring of 2014 and is promoted
by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC).
Under the RHI, subsidies will be paid at a set rate per unit of
renewable heat produced (kilowatt hour or kWh), for seven years,
to the owner of the heating system. The scheme will support
solar thermal technologies, air source heat pumps (ASHP),
biomass systems and ground source heat pumps (GSHP) with
support rates varying depending on the technology installed.
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Approximately one million households in Great Britain use oil
for heating. It is estimated that a further 250,000 commercial oil
boilers are installed in premises such as schools, warehouses
and hospitals in off mains gas areas. OFTEC (the Oil Firing
Technical Association) is lobbying for the retention of oil heating
including hybrid systems and those that use bio-liquids which are
the ‘green’ alternative fuels for the future.
OFTEC believes that the recently launched £1.8 billion RHI
grant scheme is costly, impractical and unlikely to attract mass
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boost the industry has been waiting for, and looks set to be
as unsuccessful as the Government’s ‘flag ship’ Green Deal.
Just a few hundred of the nearly 150,000 households
undertaking a Green Deal assessment went on to sign up to
the scheme.

Cost or carbon reduction?
Claims made by Greg Barker, minister for energy, that through
installing renewables under RHI people will have “warmer homes
and cheaper fuel bills”, are doubtful because its purpose is to
reduce carbon emissions, not to reduce energy bills. Any cost
savings made are unlikely to justify the capital expenditure when
the RHI will only pay subsidies for seven years. These incentive
levels are also set to decline over time.
OFTEC calculates that during the first seven years of installation
(period of RHI payments) a typical three bedroom household
taking out a loan to install an air source heat pump would be
£3,473 worse off than if they simply upgraded to a high efficiency
boiler.
Furthermore, as heat pumps require large amounts of electricity
to heat a home efficiently, it is also unlikely these technologies
will meet the Government’s required CO2 savings while the UK’s
electricity supply remains carbon rich. (CO2 emissions from UK
grid electricity sources are more than 95% higher than heating
oil.) Additionally, with electricity prices escalating, the cost of
using heat pumps will also increase. In contrast, oil is the only
heating fuel where prices have fallen over the past three years .
The impracticability of installing heat pumps will be a further
deterrent for consumers. To work effectively they require, larger
‘low temperature’ radiators to be fitted and/or under-floor heating
installed – both of which are expensive and difficult to retrofit in
the majority of properties targeted by the domestic RHI.

Insulate against improvements

support. Data from the Energy Saving Trust 1 back up estimates
from OFTEC which show that consumers face high upfront
costs of between £7,000 and £19,000 to install renewable
heating systems, depending on the size of the property and the
technology used.
With 1.1 million homes using oil for heating, OFTEC believes the
initial cost of installing renewable technologies is still likely to be
prohibitive for the vast majority of homes targeted by domestic
RHI. Therefore, the long anticipated scheme may not be the

Another concern with the domestic RHI is that properties
also need to be fully insulated for renewable technology to
be efficient and meet RHI criteria. UK properties are amongst
the most poorly insulated in Europe and the vast majority of
homes using oil (among the rural properties targeted by RHI)
have the worst EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) ratings
at F and G 4. Therefore, it is unlikely that the cost of installing
renewable technologies in these properties will be an economical
investment for the homeowner, when first the insulation will need
to be improved.
Jeremy Hawksley, Director General of OFTEC, commented,
“Whilst we support the need to reduce CO2 emissions from
heating and recognise the potential of an RHI policy, the
current scheme is highly unlikely to benefit the majority of rural
properties due to the high upfront costs involved.
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Fuelling carbon reduction
“There’s no doubt that many in the
renewable heating industry will be hoping
the RHI will bring new business
opportunities. However, the most
important priority must always
be to provide the right heating
solution for homeowners.
“Renewables simply aren’t
suitable for many off-gas
households as the UK’s rural
housing stock is some of the
oldest and least energy efficient in
the whole of Europe so it would be
difficult and expensive to bring these
properties up to the standard required.
“A more pragmatic approach OFTEC proposes is the reintroduction of the successful boiler scrappage scheme which
ran in 2010 to encourage the replacement of old, inefficient
boilers with modern condensing boilers. Upgrading to a modern
boiler can reduce CO2 emissions by 20% and could have vast
CO2 savings for the UK if rolled out on a large scale. The scheme
saw nearly 120,000 boilers replaced in 2010 and would be a
more realistic first step for the majority of rural households.”

The following shows the costs to upgrade and run a
heating system of a typical 3 bedroom rural UK home
comparing two options:
1. Replace the existing system with an air-source heat pump
(ASHP) including upgrade to over-size radiators.
2. Replace the old boiler with a modern oil condensing boiler
and keep the existing radiator system
The comparison is based on the following data and
assumptions:
1. The homeowner has £3,000 of savings to put towards a new
heating system.
2. The annual heat requirement of the property is 16,000kWh
3. The cost of oil is 5.7p/kWh and electricity 13p/kWh (current
prices) and remains constant.
4. A hot water temperature of 65oC is required
5. The oil condensing boiler is 90% efficient
6. The heat pump has a seasonal performance factor (SPF)
of 2.5.
7. Annual RHI payments are available for the heat pump
installation for seven years
8. A loan of £7,500 repaid over five years is taken out to fund
the heat pump and installation of 10 over-size radiators.
High upfront installation costs will limit mass take-up of
domestic RHI, says OFTEC, 10 April 2014
 High upfront costs make RHI only fit for the wealthy few
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OFTEC is also recommending the use of
a bio-liquid fuel (called B30K) for oil fired
properties which can run on existing oil
boilers with minor modification and
would contribute a significant further
reduction in CO2.
Successful trials have already
taken place and the fuel is
now likely to be included in a
separate RHI scheme for Northern
Ireland.
Mr Hawksley continued, “The domestic
RHI needs to be re-designed to focus
on a phased approach to decarbonising
home heating to sufficiently spark interest in
the renewables market. Only this will get widespread public
support and ensure that we successfully reduce the UK’s carbon
footprint.”
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 Expense, bureaucracy and impracticality of installing
renewable technologies under RHI will be major barriers to
take-up
 Boiler scrappage scheme would deliver benefits more
quickly and cheaply to households and the environment.
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Energy needs informed
decision making
Solar is but a part of a larger energy market that has many elements fighting for their
part of the industry. A group of academics at Newcastle University have reviewed current
UK energy policy and planning process and feel there are urgent issues needing to be
addressed. They recommend that an independent body of experts is needed to inform
energy policy and safeguard future energy security.

THE UK’S ENERGY INDUSTRY is
fragmented and a ‘system architect’ is
needed to inform technical decisions and
take a holistic view of the energy system
in order to secure the country’s future
energy supply, experts are warning.
Now academics at Newcastle University
are calling on the Government to create
an independent, expert body to inform
energy policy.
The recommendation is included
in a briefing note on energy
policy to relevant MPs and
other organisations,
outlining a number
of concerns about
the fundamental
problems facing
the UK’s energy
market. These
include: energy
storage and
distribution;
energy pricing
models; lack of
competition; and
water use in electricity
generation.
Professor Phil Taylor,
Director of the
Newcastle University
Institute for
Sustainability, said,

“Energy is a hot topic at the moment and
the Government has made some positive
steps to open up competition in the
market, but much more work is required and quickly.
There’s an urgent need to reduce carbon
emissions while protecting the UK’s future
energy security. It’s vital that politicians
move beyond short-term political
soundbites and instead support those

initiatives that could make a real and
sustainable difference.
“The University is calling on the
Government to establish a group of
experts that can take a long-term view
about what is required and inform
technical decisions and energy policy in
a more effective manner than the current
situation. For instance, debate among
policymakers focuses almost exclusively
on issues of affordability and emissions
reductions, ignoring the vital issue of the
energy sector’s use of water. This thinking
risks locking the UK into a future in
which water availability could put energy
security at risk, and power stations could
be forced to reduce production or even
shut down if there isn’t sufficient water
available to keep them safely operational.
“But it’s about more than
just creating a body
of experts and
then continuing
as before. The
Government
needs to work
with the energy
industry to
fundamentally
change the way
energy is priced.
Although we
must make sure
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people can afford to heat their homes,
for the majority of us energy is actually
too cheap – this is why we leave lights
on, keep appliances running and use
machines at peak times when energy
costs more.
“The current pricing model does not
accurately reflect the high economic
and environmental cost of generating,
storing and distributing energy. In fact,
because of the way energy is sold today
it becomes cheaper the more we use.
This is unsustainable. Instead, energy
providers should be rewarded for
providing tools and techniques that help
customers use energy efficiently and costeffectively. They also need to diversify
the energy mix available to customers,
so people can switch from gas to electric
power and back again depending on
what’s cheapest at any given time.
“Policymakers and energy providers also
need to do more to understand how and
why customers use and generate energy
so they can find ways to reduce demand
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on the network, especially at peak times.
This means funding must be given to
projects such as energy storage test beds
and inducement trials, and the results
used to inform policy decisions.

The financial goal is to attract £100bn
of investment into the electricity sector.
The act ensures consumer protection
by limiting the number of energy tariffs
companies can offer.

“There are a range of serious challenges
facing the energy market, and
policymakers need to think seriously
about the wide ranging and long lasting
effects their decisions will have. Only by
addressing some of these inconvenient
truths and engaging with the academic
and business communities to ensure
decisions are based on evidence and
not just rhetoric will the Government be
able to provide a secure and sustainable
energy future for the UK.”

The group of academics are concerned
that the Act does not take into account
some of the more fundamental problems
facing the energy market, putting the
sustainability of the UK’s energy systems
at risk. We believe there are five areas that
need further consideration.

Energy policy briefing note
The Energy Act received Royal Assent on
18 December 2013. The Act is designed
to establish a legislative framework for
the delivery of secure, affordable and low
carbon energy, and includes measures
to enable the Secretary of State to set a
decarbonisation target range for 2030.

1. Energy storage and distribution
2. Energy pricing models
3. Competition
4. Water use in electricity generation
5. The need for a system architect

Energy storage/ distribution
The national electricity network, put
end to end, currently stretches twice
the distance from the earth to the moon
and cannot feasibly be replaced. It will
struggle to cope with the substantial
additional demands likely to be placed
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on it over the coming decades, such
as decarbonisation and additional
electrification of transport and heat
demand.
Policymakers and energy providers need
to do more to understand how and why
customers use and generate energy, so
they can look at ways to enable behaviour
change and reduce demand on the
network in peak times.
We need to find ways to store energy
efficiently and effectively when plentiful
and low carbon so it can be released
during periods of high demand, high
carbon or to keep the lights on after major
storms have damaged network assets.
The £2m Science Central grid scale
energy storage test bed being developed
in Newcastle will allow us to develop and
trial new technologies for energy storage
and release in a real world 11kV electrical
network operated by Northern Powergrid.
It is vital that projects such as Science
Central are given the funding and support
they need, and that the results are used to
inform future policy decisions.

Energy pricing models
Most people in the UK think energy is too
expensive and for some in society this is
true, but it could be argued that for the
majority it is actually too cheap. We leave
lights on, keep appliances running and
use machines at peak times when energy
is more expensive because the current
pricing model does not accurately reflect
the high economic and environmental
cost of generating, storing and distributing
energy.
In fact, due to the way energy is sold
today, energy becomes cheaper the more
we use.
The Government needs to work with the
energy industry to fundamentally change
the way energy is priced, to enable us to
move from a system where generation
follows demand to one where demand is
based on the cost of generation, storage
and distribution at any given time.
Currently, energy companies make very
small margins on each unit of energy
produced, so they need to sell volume
in order to make a profit. This leads to a

bad deal for consumers, as there is no
incentive for companies to help customers
reduce their energy use.
Energy providers should be rewarded for
providing tools and techniques that help
customers use energy efficiently and costeffectively. Energy providers also need
to diversify the energy mix available to
customers, so they can switch from gas to
electric power and back again, choosing
the cheapest source at any given time.

Competition
The UK’s energy market is dominated
by just six companies. The Government
must do more to open up this market
to new entrants, through regulation and
infrastructure that allows smaller players
to effectively challenge the existing
suppliers and providers.
The way energy provision is managed
needs to be transformed. Currently,
companies that develop and build energy
generators, whether wind farms, solar
panels or tidal turbines, have to sell the
energy they produce on the wholesale
market. This puts them at a serious
disadvantage to the big six energy
suppliers, who can generate energy
and then sell it back to themselves at
preferential rates, before selling it on to
customers at a profit.
Only when energy generation is rewarded
at the same rate as energy provision and
there is genuine competition in the market
will consumers get the best deals.

Water use in electricity
generation
Debate on the UK’s energy future
focus almost exclusively on issues of
affordability and emissions reductions,
ignoring the vital issue of the sector’s use
of water. This thinking risks locking the
UK into a future in which water availability
could put energy security at risk.
Research shows that energy pathways
with high carbon capture and storage
(CCS) or high nuclear capacity will lead to
increases of between 30%-399% in water
abstraction and consumption by 2050.
However, pathways with high levels of
renewables have potential decreases of
20%-60% when coupled with increased
energy efficiency.

Depending on the location of generation
facilities, the UK could face localised
water shortages and a decline in marine
and estuarine environments. In addition,
power stations could be forced to reduce
production or even shut down if there isn’t
sufficient water available to keep them
safely operational in the future.
It is vital that the levels of water use
across potential energy pathways is given
serious consideration and only those
options that reduce carbon emissions
while maintaining the UK’s water security
and protecting our marine and estuarine
environments are taken forward.

The need for system architect
The UK has an unbundled, or some would
say fragmented, energy industry. However
energy systems contain many interacting
and interdependent elements. The energy
challenges we face today are so complex
and long term that the Government
should establish an independent, expert
body who can act as an overall system
architect for our energy system.
This group would be able to take a
holistic, long term view about what is
required and inform technical decisions
and energy policy in a more effective
manner than is currently being achieved.

Conclusion
There are a number of problems facing
the energy market, and policymakers
need to think seriously about the wide
ranging and long lasting effect their
decisions will have. The Government
needs to ensure that the price of energy
reflects the cost of storing and distributing
it, as well as generating it, and that those
firms that provide energy to the wholesale
market are rewarded fairly with respect to
those who sell it direct to consumers.
In addition, the impact of energy
generation on water availability and the
lower requirements for renewable energy
sources must be considered to avoid
a future in which the UK faces power
shortages and even blackouts.
Finally, the Government should make
better use of independent experts when
considering energy policy.
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Restricting the low

carbon
economy

The current UK government set themselves an
ambitious carbon level goal that led to energy
policy ideas to meet ambitious targets. Roy
Bedlow, CEO of Low Carbon, explores the impact
of the DECC’s recent plan to cap the funding of
large scale solar parks.
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INCREASED INVESTMENT in renewables is not an optional
extra for the UK. Once the UK’s Government established the
world’s first legally binding climate change target with the
2008 Climate Change Act, it pledged to reduce greenhouse
emissions by a huge 80 per cent by 2050. To achieve this,
the Government set up the Department of Energy and
Climate Change (DECC), with the objective of creating
a more energy efficient economy supported by lowcarbon initiatives. Today, however, that objective
seems to have been drastically hobbled, as DECC
has changed its stance on supporting large
scale solar installations, one of the UK’s most
productive and cost effective ways of generating
green energy.
The Government has declared its intention to
close the Renewables Obligation (RO) subsidies
scheme to solar farms above 5MW in capacity
from spring of next year. While DECC estimates that
this will save approximately £100m a year from its Levy
Control Framework (LCF) clean energy subsidy budget
from 2017, the negative impact of the announcement
could prove costly to the UK, as investor confidence in
green energies is dented.
The Government’s hesitancy to provide full and vocal
support to large scale solar initiatives has placed a question
mark over the future support of all types of renewable energy,
as governmental policies appear to be driven by political
expediency, rather than a strategic approach to creating a lowcarbon economy in the UK. As a concrete example of this, Ernst
and Young’s Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness Index
now rates the UK behind the US, China, Germany, Japan and
Canada, due to the Government’s lack of commitment to green
energies such as solar.

Consistent guidance
Investors in renewable energies understandably look to the
Government for guidance and indications of future growth.
Unfortunately, DECC’s proposal demonstrates a notable lack
of consistency in policy definition in this area, with a successful
scheme being cut off two years before its initial planned review.
For the development of a low carbon economy to flourish, there
must be greater consistency in energy policy definition to enable
firms to secure continued investment. As it stands, the UK has
begun to establish itself in the European solar PV energy market,
catching up on rivals such as Germany, Italy and Spain. Although
it is undeniable that the UK has less sunshine than other
countries on the continent, by May 2013 the UK had been able to
build its solar output to a six per cent share of deployed capacity
across Europe. Having successfully positioned the UK as a key
player in the renewables space, do we really want our share in
the European market to now dip?
Looking more broadly at the full range of renewable energies
being deployed by the UK, the last quarter of 2013 saw
renewables’ share of electricity generation increased to a new

record of 17.6 per cent from the 12.6 per cent share in the
fourth quarter of 2012. Due to high wind speeds and increased
capacity, onshore wind generation rose by 63 per cent and
offshore wind by 42 per cent. Overall renewable generation was
up 33 per cent compared to the same quarter in 2012, showing
the growth potential of this energy source.
As the UK has increased its output in renewables, this has also
permitted a reduction in our dependence on fossil fuels, a highly
strategic result given recent events in the Ukraine. The issue of
energy independence is a hot topic in Europe at the moment,
and has been discussed at length by the G7 and European
Commission, with a recent report calling for all member states to
choose a path towards a low carbon and competitive economy.
The EU is also set to commission a report supporting the UK’s
ambitious energy and climate change package for Europe –
a 40% reduction in emissions by 2030. Furthermore, recent
statements by Edward Davey at the G7 energy summit highlight
how the UK’s strong track record of achievement on clean
energy investment, can and should aid in securing our energy
supply and setting a roadmap for the future.
By trying to save funds through the reduction of solar power
subsidies however, DECC risks rebuilding our dependence on
fuel from Russia and the Middle-East. This approach could come
at a high cost, as the Government could find it difficult to control
price fluctuations on energy produced outside of its borders.

In step with the world?
At a time that both Europe and the US are focusing on ramping
up their production of renewable energy (for example, the
Obama administration has asked the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to introduce sweeping new
environmental rules that will cut carbon pollution by 30% of 2005
levels, by 2030), it seems perverse for the UK to be taking a step
backward. In her recent speech, the Queen called for a global
agreement on climate change- the UK can be a champion of
securing legally binding rules and targets across 190 countries
via a UN framework. The speech also highlighted how the UK
is delivering on carbon emissions, increasing energy security
and generating jobs and growth in line with EU competitors. It
is clear that the UK is taking up an important role in the world’s
renewable energy market, with the support and funding of the
Government.
Large scale solar installations have proved one of the most
successful renewable technologies to be implemented in the
country, and have enabled more than 600,000 homes in the UK
to be powered by a green and efficient energy source. If the
UK Government continues to be hesitant in its support for solar
energy, it risks erecting an insurmountable obstacle to its own
goal of creating a true low carbon economy. What we need is
a policy of strong and consistent Government support that will
encourage investment and drive growth in the renewables sector.
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Shining a light
on new technology
Policy changes can direct the future of an industry and upcoming changes
to renewable subsidies will focus the industry while increasing competition.
Renewable solutions distributor UFW discusses how initial design can get
the best product in the right place for the right reason.
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THE GOVERNMENT unveiled plans last week
to limit the subsidies paid to large solar farms
from next April, with the Department of Energy
& Climate Change (DECC) saying that it wants
to encourage development of small scale and
community energy production.
Good news on the surface, but we need to
be careful that this move does not undermine
investor confidence in the renewable sector.
The recently published UN’s Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change report cites that a
global mean temperature increase of 2.50C
above pre-industrial levels could lead to global
aggregate economic losses of between 0.2-2%;
put simply a 2% reduction would wipe $1.4 trn
off the world’s economic output.
As such, climate change is arguably one of the
most serious threats that the world faces and,
whilst there is no denying that the renewable
energy industry as a whole is gaining ongoing
support and momentum - with a growth in
understanding, attitude and popularity towards
renewable energy sources evident - there’s still a
long way to go.

Efficient improvements
Across the sector, manufacturers have been
working to improve efficiency, lifespan and raise
production levels so that FiT support will be an
increasingly smaller part of the equation.
And with an influx of new technology and an
increase in the number of installations over
recent years it is apparent that the solar industry
in particular has even more to offer.
Plus, with the average cost of a solar installation
on the decrease, the Feed in Tariff payments
combined with savings on existing energy bills
helping solar to return a higher yield than some
pensions, it’s expected that the number of Solar
PV installations will only continue to increase.
This is positive news for the solar industry,
and the future of our environment, and in
response to increasing demand and competition
some energy suppliers are now offering their
customers new technology that makes the
system design and installation process even
more efficient.

Software support
One example of this is UFW, a renewable
solutions distributor based in Leicester that
announced this month that they were making
design software freely accessible to all of
their customers. The Solar PV software is just
one type of new technology that benefits the
installer and their customers alike, and allows
businesses to compete.
Created by IBC Solar, the programme enables
installers of systems to input data in order to
design the most cost effective and efficient
structure for both commercial and residential
properties based on location, size and use,
using three-dimensional modelling. It can be
accessed from any laptop, desktop or tablet –
provided the user has access to WIFI.
David Taylor, UFW’s business development
manager, explains further, “The software makes
recommendations with regards the best solar PV
system available based on a series of technical
calculations including average solar irradiation
and forecast or current energy usage.
“Installers will be able to produce 3D models
which calculate the effects of shading to
demonstrate to the end user exactly what
the return on investment is, and why the
recommendation for the system, including the
number of panels, is being made.”
The software is automatically updated,
regardless of whether this concerns technical
values, prices or dynamic data such as
remuneration rates and irridation data.
“Consumers don’t have to accept whatever
their energy provider puts in their bill,” Taylor
continues. “Installing PV will help residential and
commercial buyers to insulate from the impact
of the UK’s growing reliance on other sources.
Every PV owner is independent and in control of
their energy bills for the next 20 years.”
Taylor advises that well designed, efficient
systems can pay for themselves in as little as
seven years, and can provide the property with
free electricity for the life of the system.
©2014 Permission required.
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Fluid enhances concentrated

solar power generation
Legend has it that while Syracuse was in imminent danger of being invaded
by the Roman fleet, Archimedes used a ‘burning glass’ to concentrate sunlight
on the ships and set them alight. Although historians continue to doubt Archimedes story,
it is perhaps the first account of capturing and using concentrated solar energy.
Clive Jones, managing director at Global Heat Transfer explains the process of solar
energy capture and the design challenge for a thermal fluid to handle them.

THE SOLAR INDUSTRY is a growing sector with CSP
(Concentrated Solar Power) plants existing in the US, Australia
and Spain, while plans are in place to construct solar plants
in numerous other countries including Israel, Abu Dhabi
UAE, Iran, Italy, UK, India, and South Africa. Globally, there is
around 680 megawatts of concentrated solar power generation
already installed with capacity for a further two gigawatts under
construction.
CSP systems use mirrors or lenses to concentrate a large area
of sunlight or solar thermal energy onto a small area. Electrical
power is produced when the concentrated light is converted to
heat to drive a steam turbine generator.
With a boiling point of 257 degrees Celsius, a heat transfer
fluid’s thermodynamic attributes will vary according to operating
conditions. At high temperature, a thermal fluid will experience
chemical degradation, while its freezing point must be lower than
typical ambient conditions or kept above ambient temperature to
stop the heat transfer fluid from freezing.

fluid to temperatures as high as 400 degrees Celsius. The heat
produced can then be used to heat water to power steam turbine
generators.
In the case of parabolic trough systems, trough-shaped mirrors
reflect the sun’s light onto a central glass pipe filled with a heat
transfer fluid. The fluid is used to heat water and once boiling,
steam drives a turbine generator which converts mechanical
energy to electrical energy.
In the case of solar tower systems, heliostat mirrors are mounted
on motors to focus the reflection of the sun’s rays onto a central
tower. The tower contains a heat transfer fluid that is piped to
a boiler to create steam which is then used to drive a turbine
generator and produce electricity.

Parabolic and heliostat

The heat transfer fluid is therefore designed to operate over
a wide temperature range with temperatures as low as zero
degrees Celsius and up to 400 degrees Celsius. A eutectic
mixture of diphenyl oxide and biphenyl is used as a heat transfer
fluid and enables operating temperatures of 400 degrees Celsius
to be achieved.

Currently there are two main systems for large scale thermo solar
power generation: the first one is a parabolic trough systems
and the second one consists of solar tower systems. The
reflected light from hundreds of mirrors warm the heat transfer

This eutectic based heat transfer fluid provides the flexibility to
perform in both vapour and liquid phases. This also means the
heat transfer fluid is thermally stable at high temperatures and
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also has low viscosity which helps to reduce frictional flow and
the energy needed to pump it through the system. It is important
to also state that this fluid requires precise temperature control
due its ability to operate as a vapour phase fluid.
When heated, this fluid is miscible and interchangeable,
meaning it can be used for topping up systems that contain
the same fluid.

Molten salt
Molten fluoride, chloride, and nitrate salt can also be used as
heat transfer fluids as well as for thermal storage in solar thermal
power plants. A significant problem with the use of molten salt
concerns its high freezing point of 120-220 degrees centigrade,
which varies with the salt used.
This requires innovative freeze protection methods and means
that systems using this heat transfer fluid also have higher
operation and maintenance requirements and costs. Global Heat
Transfer’s Globaltherm Omnitech is an eutectic mixture with an
upper operational temperature of 400 degrees Celsius.
It is relatively inexpensive and resists thermal degradation over
its operating range. This type of thermal fluid has a proven track
record in CSP plants and with continued innovation it is set to be
used in the solar energy sector for many years to come.

Supplying the right synthetic heat transfer fluid is important,
even though these are currently in short supply and high
demand. However, supplying the appropriate fluid is only one
part of the story, as the longevity of a new fluid also needs to be
considered to ensure the quality and functionality of the heat
transfer fluid.
By monitoring heat transfer fluids on a regular basis it is
possible to detect and to take preventative actions that minimise
degradation and oxidation. Heat transfer fluids eventually need
replacing.
In addition, disposal has to be carried out by qualified
professionals in accordance with environmental regulations. This
can be extremely expensive if unplanned, hence the need to
have a comprehensive maintenance contract in place.
Archimedes managed to capture concentrated solar power
using dozens of polished mirrors, which may have seemed
truly magical at the time. Today we have access to a variety of
thermal fluids that can store concentrated solar power and help
us maximise energy efficiency and reduce plant maintenance
problems.
©2014 Permission required.
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Long term

success
Micro inverter company
Enphase has been
a fast growing success
story in the solar industry
and continues its
global expansion from its US base.
David Ridsdale of Solar UK recently
caught up with CEO Paul Nahi
to discuss future directions.
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ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS that struck me about Enphase
Energy as a company when they first began to make a
splash on the international solar market a few years ago was
how much they were like Silicon Valley companies I used
to cover in an earlier editorial role. The company was very
technically orientated and had a very specific mode of entry
to new markets that reminded me more of tech giants like
Cisco or Intel , rather than the companies that were involved
in solar at that time.
It turned out to be no coincidence as the two individuals
from the telecommunications sector were the founders
of Enphase. Martin Fornage was a fibre optic engineer
for Advanced Fibre Communications and Raghu Belur,
previously a designer of high-speed optical communications
equipment for Cerent are the founders of Enphase. Both
men have strong technical prowess and the story goes the
idea for Enphase came about when Fornage put solar on his
roof and had challenges with the inverter. His engineer brain
kicked in and he realised he could solve the issues he faced
by developing a different type of inverter.
Fornage and Belur founded Enphase in March 2006 with the
idea of developing micro-inverters at a time when inverters
were only 10% of the overall cost and were considered
no more important than any other balance of system
component. At the end of that year Paul Nahi was invited to
join the company as CEO. Nahi had been head of design at
Crimson Microsystem, a telecom semiconductor company.
Solar panels were the focus of the industry at the time with
most research efforts looking at how to reduce costs while
improving output. There were plenty to tell the start up that
they were chasing too small a market.
Nahi tells a story how he coped with the early days of
uncertainty by literally convincing himself that the plans
were an exciting opportunity and that is how he would face
the challenge. You do not have to be in Nahi’s presence
for long to realise that a tale of convincing belief, not only
in himself, but in the workforce that was rapidly developing
as the company went from success to success, was not an
idle boast. Nahi is a gregarious man with a broad smile that
carries to his eyes. He invests in the conversation, whatever
the topic, with infectious enthusiasm. When he discusses
Enphase products and the number one position he is aiming
for, it is easy to believe he will see his plans through.

Sticking to plan
Building a micro-inverter is not a simple matter of shrinking
a string inverter and Enphase spent more than a year testing
the first version of their inverter containing a mixed signal
chip co-ordinating and analysing the electronics in every
unit, maintaining the 60 hertz frequency requirement of
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grid connected energy. The company takes a similar planned
path when entering new markets. Enphase shipped its first
microinverter in 2008 and have ridden a path of planned success
ever since. The first market to conquer was the home territory
of the USA and by 2008 Enphase held 50% of the residential
market. They then expanded market by market, employing the
same plan of entry each time. A key factor in the company’s
success is the close relationship they form with installers.
“We recognised early on that the installers were the people to be
convinced of the product,” says Nahi. “The focus had been on
the panel efficiency but this was not a big issue for installers.”
Enphase highlighted the safety aspects for installers as an initial
selling point. A major factor for micro inverters rise in market
share is that they make life easier for installers and increase
safety for the worker and the consumer. String inverters required
specialist electrical knowledge whereas a micro-inverter can in
effect be installed by a handyman. With the ability to monitor
each panel, energy harvesting is increased and areas unable to
take on solar due to shading or house position can now do so.
“Installers are the ones who recommend product to the
consumers,” explains Nahi. “Developing local connections to
installers is a foundation pillar of market entry for Enphase.”
Enphase entered the European market in early 2011 with offices
in France and Italy. They opened offices in Milton Keynes in 2012
and hired Paul Nightingale, a UK resident with global experience
in the field, to lead the UK efforts. The first step in the plan was
not to sell the successful product but to develop educational and
training programmes for the country’s installers. The company
spent six months developing their network and convincing
installers of the benefits in reducing install time while providing
customers with good access to information from their investment.
“Every market entry is a huge up front investment for the
company, said Nahi. “The UK market is attractive with strong
growth predicted and probably the most stable policy in Europe
at the moment.”
The path may appear slow to some but the results have been
impressive. Despite recent entry to the region, Nahi pointed out
that Enphase now has around 20% of the French residential
market and 6% of the UK market. A figure that will rise if previous
history is any guide. A recent report from HIS stated that microinverter shipments worldwide are set to increase to 2.1GW per
year in 2017, up from around 500MW in 2013. Although they
are more costly than conventional inverters, micro-inverters
can increase the energy harvest of a system compared to
conventional devices, depending on location and shading.

Technical transparency
Early detractors of microinverters felt they were too technically
advanced and any improvements did not merit the extra cost. The
technically minded companies, such as Enphase, had a longer
goal in mind and felt that the technology difference would sway
most people and cost reductions that would come with success
would increase market share. This has proven a solid model and
their ability to repeat the process in new markets suggests a plan
that many in the sustainable industry could use as an example.
Nahi does not concern himself with negative press or fears that
solar is only a part of an alternative energy source.
“Solar is not a science experiment for the consumer,” explains
Nahi. “Ignoring the negative commentary is the only option as
the industry builds a future energy infrastructure. “
Enpahse is a technology company and they have been early
adopters of strong data interface for the consumer and company.
The communications systems attached to their inverters provide
a level of information that some detractors feared was too high
and could hurt the company. Nowadays all inverter companies
offer a higher level of data control for consumers. Enphase likes
to emphasise their ability to control and update products in the
field from a central location. The data collection also provides
data to the company providing direct feedback for future
developments. The level of technology employed will allow for
even more refined array performance as issues such as weather
conditions, load and grid situations can be added and software
control can alter the waveform on an inverter to better match
changing conditions.
This can be done remotely with no hardware change. Such
technical control has seen interest from large scale developers
and fits well with the company’s next phase of development.

Timely development
The UK market has proved challenging for many companies with
fast growth tempered by policy changes and global disruptions.
Enphase was no different and was hit with the recent downturn.

“Installers are the ones who recommend product to the consumers,”
explains Nahi. “Develop local connections to installers is
a foundation pillar of market entry for Enphase.”
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“The slow down in the global market was not expected,” laments
Nahi. “Growth is only as good as it lasts but growing in hard
times forces you to become a stronger company.”
The slowing of the global market, forced by oversupply, saw
Enphase increase its installer base and saw a number of
announcements from some installers who were going to change
to Enphase inverters exclusively. The company goal is for
consumers to ask for panels with Enphase inside. Much like
another Silicon Valley company did with the computer world.
“The expectation is that solar providers are going to have to
differentiate product more and more as consumers become
more tech savvy,” Nahi explains. The long term view is designed
to ready for future technology challenges.”
With such success at the residential end of the market it was
inevitable for the company to look at larger PV arrays that are
becoming more popular. One more the micro-inverter companies
faced accusations that they could never compete on a cost basis
with string inverters at a large scale. The company has been
developing strategies to enter the commercial rooftop market
and with the announcement of a DECC review planning to push
the industry in that direction the timing is perfect.
“Scaling Enphase’s technology up to large scale is relatively
easy,” explains Nahi. “Micro-inverters reduce downtime and can
provide 99.8% uptime for power plants.”
These are the sorts of statistics that are likely to sway large-scale
operators and Enphase is all about the pre-planning and long
term planning. The industry has developed with the idea that the
larger the inverter the less power is lost when converting from DC
to AC. This led to wiring panels in series and converting all the
power through a central string inverter. The negative with such
an arrangement is amount of heat generated that adds stress to
components and impacts reliability. Micro-inverter do not have
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this issue and installers are seeing the benefits. Regardless of
its detractors, Enphase has been attracting investment from
the beginning, enabling the company to grow at its own pace.
Not long ago the assumption was that micro-inverters would
be too expensive for large scale arrays but the tide is turning as
technology and costs have caught up.
The company has announced its fourth generation system which
includes the M250 microinverter, which produces 250-Watts rated
AC output power. Aimed at high-power solar modules in Europe,
the M250 microinverter pairs with modules up to 310W. With
micro-inverters, you are maximizing power at the module level.
All the technical issues are handled and processed at the module
level and the cost benefits of such an approach require a longterm approach at calculating returns. This is the key message as
Enphase applies the same business plan and educating large
array installers to convince them of the technology.
“Large scale installers are realising the benefits of micro-inverter
monitoring that can identify problems quicker and reduce
downtime as only one panel is impacted,” says Nahi. “Many
issues can be rectified remotely or at least identify the exact
panel saving time when faced with a large array.”
Even with the developing review of large-scale subsidies, Nahi
believes that the UK offers long term stability and potential. He
feels the long-term view is still stable enough to instil confidence
in investors despite their noise whenever change is announced.
Enphase continues to impress with its ability to take a long term
and slower path to regional and global success.
“The solar industry needs to remain aware of the need to attract
consumers,” said Nahi. “This is just as true with the commercial
market as with domestic.”
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